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Few areas of the world can boast archaeological findings equal to that of China in recent half century. Following 
the great excavation of ancient remains of the Shang in the 1930s, more ancient civilizations have been found after 
1960s; among them, the Sanxingdui Culture in the upper Yangtze River valley, the Liangzhu Culture in the lower 
Yangtze River valley, have drew most scholars’ attentions. Unlike the Shang civilization that was in the Central 
Plain of China and had been described in ancient documents, all above mentioned cultures found after 1960s were 
located on China’s peripheral regions, and they were almost unknown to Chinese literatures. Therefore, while these 
archaeological findings unveiled, the most common response of archaeologists, historians and even common people 
who have basic knowledge to Chinese history were astonishing or surprising. After that, many archaeological and 
historical explanations have been composed to interpret their existing, fruitfulness and decline.  
In this article, I try to ask a simple but being ignored question: why the true past unearthed are surprising? People 
felt surprise to these archaeological findings because there is a discrepancy between “the past” as a common 
knowledge in their mind and the true past unearthed in peripheral China. Therefore, we shall ask when and how this 
historical knowledge toward peripheral regions and its peoples had formed, and when and how the true past had 
been forgotten. This article argues that the peripheral histories which ancient and modern Chinese believed are 
meanly products of “the historical mentality of heroic ancestor.” Under this historical mentality, and related genres, 
ancient Chinese literati created “hero-went-to-frontier narratives” to define their spatial and ethnic frontiers. Under 
this historical scenario and concomitant political activities many independent centers of civilizations beyond the 
Central Plain had become peripheral parts of the Huaxia, and the land and its people before the coming of Huaxia 
heroic ancestors have been considered as primitive and barbaric in the Chinese mind’s eyes ever since.  
Few areas of the world can boast archaeological findings equal to that of China in recent half century. Following 
the great excavation of the Shang remains in the 1930s, more ancient civilizations have been found after 1960s; 
among them, the Sanxingdui culture in the upper Yangtze River valley and the Liangzhu culture in the lower 
Yangtze River valley have drew most scholars’ attentions. Unlike the Shang civilization that was in the Central 
Plain of China and had been recorded in ancient documents, all above mentioned cultures found after 1960s were 
located on China’s peripheral regions, and they were almost unknown to Chinese literatures. Therefore, the findings 
of these ancient civilizations have always been described as “surprising discoveries.” 
After the surprising, scholars have tried to explain these archaeological remains by identifying them with some 
ancient peoples or polities recorded in China’s early literatures. Even debating for details, they are commonly agreed 
that these characteristic remains demonstrate the multicentric origins of Chinese civilization. This “multicentric 
theory” thus replaced the “Central Plain-centric theory” in the study of origins of Chinese civilization. Nevertheless, 
the “multicentric theory” does not explain why these civilized centers in peripheral China were “parts” of a “whole” 
China.  
In this article I start with a being ignored question: why people feel surprise while they acquire the true past from 
archaeological findings? It is apparently because the history unveiled by archaeological findings does not fit in with 
our historical reason. Under this historical reason, people believe that the Upper and the Lower Yangtze River 
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valleys before the Shang-Zhou period, or before the coming of civilizers from China, had been barbaric lands. Now 
the question followed is: when and how Chinese people have had this false consciousness of history? And why the 
historical memories are so authentic in people’s mind?  
For this purpose, the paper begins with introducing these surprising discoveries in the Upper and Lower Yangtze 
River valleys, and the related historical explanations suggesting by scholars based on these findings and historical 
documents. It then turns to discuss the process of historical amnesia and the construction of new historical memory 
in respective areas. 
Sanxingdui Culture, Liangzhu Culture and Related Histories 
I start with introducing the background of the Sanxingdui culture in the Chengdu Plain of western Sichuan. 
According to recent studies in archaeology, the first late Neolithic culture in the Chengdu Plain of the Upper 
Yangtze River was the Baodun culture (2800 - 2100 BC). At least six walled towns have been found and some of 
them might exist contemporarily; the cultural influences from the Northern China were not very clear (Sun Hua 
2000). 
The second millennium BC was the millennium of the Sanxingdui culture (ca. 1900 - 1150 BC), which absorbed 
the Shang Bronze tradition but developed into a very characteristic local culture (Sun Hua 2000: 102109; Zhu 
Zhangyi et al 2002: 12). The Sanxingdui remains include six areas encircled with walls in the east, west, and south; 
each area seems to have its specific social function. Within two burial pits, large amount of elephant tusks, delicate 
and complex bronze vessel, mask and statues, and crafted jades were found. Evidence shows that the artifacts had 
been deliberately burnt and broken before being buried in the pits (Sun Hua 2000; Li Shaoming et al 1993). Thus for 
people who have a common knowledge on Chinese history it is not only surprising discoveries, bur also mystery one. 
After the Sanxingdui city was declined or been abandoned, another similar city arose near Chengdu which left its 
cultural remains in the Jinsha 䞥≭ site, its heyday dated between the later Shang and early Zhou.  
After this era, the bronze civilization in the Chengdu Plain went downward; settlements were small in size and 
not occupied for long, and the cultural heritage of Sanxingdui culture gradually disappeared (Sun Hua 2000). What 
followed is the rise of the “Ba-Shu culture” characterized by weapons of unique types, various burial customs 
including the boatshape coffin buries, fine lacquer wares, that mostly indicate the cultural influences from the 
neighboring Chu state of the period (Sun Hua 2000: 107). 
As for historical studies on the Sanxingdui culture, since Shuwang Benji 㳔⥟ᴀ㑾, a work of Yang Xiong of the 
Han Dynasty, had recorded the names of a series of legendary Shu kings, scholars thus attempted to identify cultural 
remains of this site with a specific king, or the period he represented, in the history of the Shu kingdom. Also, since 
the early relic of the Sanxingdui sites dated to the third millennium BC, it makes some scholars to believe, following 
Han, Wei-Jin literatures, that the Yellow Emperor, the originate ancestor in Han Chinese’s common belief, had 
taken Shu ruler’s daughter as his daughter-in-law and then had his grandson; when this grandson became emperor, 
he bestowed the Shu land to one of his concubine’s son. The story of the Yellow Emperor had become a legend 
under modern historical study, but now, based on the archaeological findings of Sanxingdui, scholars assumed that 
the saying is probably a reflection of the true past (Lin Xiang 1993: 2). Finally, based on evidences of archaeology 
and ancient documents, scholars attributed the fell of the Sanxingdui culture to serious flood that occurred in 1213 
century BC (Lin Xiang 1993: 9; Sun Hua 2000: 87).  
Turning to the Lower Yangtze River valley, the well-known Liangzhu culture had widely distributed on this land 
during the third millennium BC. It was a late Neolithic culture with rice agriculture of advanced levels, fine wooden 
artifacts, black-burnished pottery, and delicate jade industrial. The most remarkable part of the Liangzhu culture is 
probably its jade artifacts of large number and high quality; especially the bi and cong jade among them, some 
decorated with animal masks and bird design, have been considered by archaeologists of most religious and political 
significance. All evidence shows that they were relics of a stratified society, centralized political system, with 
coercive power over its people (Chang 1986: 253-255; Hsu 1997: 135-159).  
After the third millennium BC, the Liangzhu culture had been gradually replaced by other cultural remains, 
namely the Hushou culture, characterized by burials and settlements building on knolls or smile hills. The jade 
traditional declined, and the Shang and the Zhou cultural remains, such as the oracle turtle shell of the later Shang 
and bronzes of early Zhou types, appeared increasingly in the Hushou relics.  
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Historians have shown interest in the finding of bronze vessels of the early Zhou styles in some Hushou burials. 
This is because, according to the Shi Ji wrote by the great historian Shima Qian of the Han Dynasty, the genesis 
ancestor of the Wu ruling family of the Autumn and Spring period was a prince who had fled to the Lower Yangtze 
River valley from the Zhou in the Wei River valley, in Shaanxi, before the beginning of the Western Zhou dynasty; 
scholars commonly agreed that the archaeological findings support the authenticity of the history. They further 
distinguished the Hushou burials from the contemporary burials in the same areas which content Western Zhou 
bronze, and asserted that the former represent native culture of a somewhat primitive level, and the latter, remains of 
more civilized ruling class from Northern China (Zeng & Yin 1959: 54 - 55).   
Even though scholars do not have satisfied explanations toward the fell of these two civilizations, however, they 
all agree that both archaeological cultures represent the cradles of the Chinese civilization beyond the Central Plain, 
and their uniqueness demonstrating the source of Chinese civilization is pluralistic. 
The major concern of above mentioned studies is basically trying to find historical facts from the information 
representing in ancient texts and archaeological remains. In this article I focus primarily on the aspect of social 
memory and ask what social memory reveals from these ancient texts or archaeological relics. From this angle, 
firstly, we would notice that the unique and extraordinary nature of the Sanxindui and the Liangzhu culture relics 
reveals that they had been used by contemporary ruling class as media of social memory to reinforce the 
contemporary social system and its continuum. Thus the disappearance of the cultures, and having been forgotten of 
them during the period from the Western Zhou to the Han Dynasty, also demonstrates that these attempts were in 
vain. Secondly, that the ruling family of the Wu addressed themselves as the descendants of a Zhou prince, and the 
Shu literati during the Han Dynasty believed that the ruling family of the ancient Shu was the offspring of Yellow 
Emperor, reveals that the collective forgetting had occurred because people reconstructed “the past” of Huaxia 
origins to assert their Huaxia identity. 
The Formation of the Huaxia and Histories of Heroic Ancestors 
I have shown in an earlier work the formative process of the Huaxia people in northern China. Briefly speaking, 
during the Eastern Zhou period, the Huaxia identity first emerged among the ruling class of the competing states in 
northern China in response to an intensive human ecological change—the appearance of the mobilized warlike 
herders along the northern fringes of these northern states (Wang 1997). 
As an ethnic group, the newly formed Huaxia had attempted to build a “common belief of origins” for reinforcing 
primordial attachments among them. After debates and compromises, finally a heroic ancestor, the Yellow Emperor, 
became the commonly believed originate ancestor of all the Huaxia noble clans. I have suggested elsewhere that the 
heroic Yellow Emperor and the concomitant history were products of “the historical mentality of heroic ancestor” 
(Wang 2002, 2003). 
It will be difficult to answer when the mentality of heroic ancestor appeared in China. At least we know that in 
the era of the later Shang and early Zhou period (12 - 9 century BC) important ancestors’names, some of a lineal 
sequence, had already been recorded in oracle bone and bronze inscriptions. However it was not until the end of the 
Eastern Zhou period (771-221 BC) that this historical mentality had become a dominant ideology among the newly 
formed Huaxia. While the Huaxia identity had emerged among royalties of the states in the Central Plain, what had 
occurred in parallel were their attempts in forging “history” for unifying Huaxia clans who each had their own 
heroic ancestor. Of all the resolving scenarios, a history starting with two brothers—the Yellow Emperor 咘Ᏹ and 
Emperor Yan ♢Ᏹ—had been one suggested by contemporary authors. Nevertheless, the idea that the Yellow 
Emperor was the only conqueror, civilizer and genesis ancestor of the Huaxia gradually was accepted by most 
authors in the later Eastern Zhou period (Wang 2002).  
In the Western Han Dynasty, Sima Qian accomplished Shi Ji, a pioneer work of Chinese official history. Sima 
Qian apparently inherited the historical mentality of heroic ancestor, thus he placed the Yellow Emperor as the 
originate hero in the first chapter of his work. The hero was described as an ancient emperor who earned his title by 
defeating Emperor Yan and the others; after his conquests, the emperor made long military journeys in four 
directions, easterly to the sea, southerly to the Yangtze River, northerly to reach nomads’lands, and westerly to the 
Kuntung Mts. It can be seemed as territorial limits of Huaxia habitation in Huaxia intellectuals’ imagination during 
the Han period. According to the Shi Ji, not only the Xia, the Shang and the Zhou’royal families were the 
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descendants of the Yellow Emperor, but all royal clans of the Huaxia states in the Eastern Zhou period, even those 
of some peripheral states, were the Yellow Emperor’s offspring (Wang 2002). 
The Shi Ji not only inherited and solidified the “historical mentality of heroic ancestor,” but also itself became an 
orthodox or master form in the writing of imperial histories; the master form as a genre that created many mimics, 
so called Zhengshi ℷ৆ (official master history) through out Chinese history until the imperial China ended. The 
Zhengshi genre have developed into new writing forms as its subgenres; Such as fangzhi ᮍᖫ (geographical 
gazetteer) and zupu ᮣ䄰 (clan genealogy) writings. The former represents memory that attaches geographical parts, 
a province or county, and their inhabitants to the whole empire and the latter represents memory that attaches 
Huaxia ingredients, a clan or linage group, to the unity of Huaxia (Wang 2004). 
Historical Memories of the Wu Ruling Family 
From the Warring States period on, Huaxia literati believed that the Wu people in their southeastern borderland 
were the Jin barbarians 㤞㳂 whose ancestors had been ruled by a hero who came from China. The Shi Ji stated the 
story as follows. The Grand King of the Zhou in the Wei River valley had three sons; the youngest was the father’s 
favorite. For yielding the royal throne to their younger brother, the older two brothers, Taibo໾ԃ and Zhungyung 
ӆ䲡, fled to the Wu in the lower Yangtze River valley. Admiring Taibo’s noble deeds, Wu aborigines made him 
their king. According to works of the Warring States period, Wu royal family of the preceding Autumn and Spring 
period had truly identified themselves as “the offspring of the Zhou,” and this declaim was also admired by the 
Huaxia in northern China. 
The Wuyue Chunqiu ਈ䍞᯹⾟ wrote by Zhao Ye of the Later Han, was probably the first gazetteer of the Wu 
wrote by native. About the “origin” of the Wu, the author adopted the story of Taibo from the Shi Ji. The differences 
are, at first, Zhou Ye traced the origin of the Wu further to the Zhou clan’s genesis ancestor, Emperor Ji ৢ》 (the 
god of millet). Second, he added that after the migration Taibo had kept close contacts with his motherland. And the 
third, he added that Taibo identified his new country as “Gou Wu হਈ,” literally, distorting Wu, to express that he 
felt guilty to set up the new country. All these new plots he added reveal that, as a Wu native and also a Huaxia in 
borderland, he considered the northern Huaxia were the old stem, and the Wu, a peripheral new branch. 
From the Han Dynasty on, the Taibo story has frequently appeared in various clan genealogies, geographical 
gazetteers and tablet inscriptions in the Wu land. It becomes a maker for the Wu people to identify themselves as an 
authentic Huaxia. The story of Taibo also hints that this land had been primitive or even barbaric before the coming 
of Taibo. Zhu Xi ᴅ➍, the great philosopher of the Song Dynasty, had expressed this opinion in his work. As he 
wrote, during the Yu 㰲 and the Xia ໣ periods, the land of Wu had been excluded from the farthest borderlands of 
the kingdoms, and native customs had been unadorned and uncivilized before the coming of Taibo (Fan).  
Is it a true history that Taibo had fled to Wu and became local king? Or it is simply a fictive story? I have 
suggested in an earlier work that, depending on the findings of Western Zhou remains of the Ze ໼ state in the Wei 
River valley, the place where Taibo had fled to might be not the Wu thousands miles away from his motherland in 
the Wei River valley but the Ze, a place only one hundred mile away from the capital of the Zhou. The political 
context of the late Autumn and Spring period provides a possible explanation to the formation of this historical 
memory: Under the military threat of the Chu state, the Huaxia in northern China might be very grade to find that 
the royal family of the Wu, the Chu state’s old enemy and the Huaxia’s new alliance, were descendants of a Huaxia 
ancestor (Wang 1997: 277). 
The fictive nature of the Taibo story is also illustrated by the structured plot it sharing with other histories in 
contemporary Huaxia’s minds. I call this structured plot a “hero-went-to-frontier narrative.” The general content of 
this plot is that, a hero or a frustrated hero had left Huaxia for a far away place, then, he became king and brought in 
civilization for the natives. During the Han and Wei-Jin dynasties, Huaxia had followed this structured plot to build 
histories that explain the natures of different frontier peoples. Taibo story is the case of the southeastern frontier; in 
the follows, I give another three cases of this narrative plot of the Huaxia’s northeastern, southeastern and 
northwestern frontiers respectively. 
In the northeast, the Chaoxian ᳱ剰 people were described by Huaxia writers as a decent people ruled by their 
kings. The Huaxia writers attributed this to a heroic civilizer, Jizi ㅩᄤ, coming from China. According to the Han 
Shu, Jizi was a prince of the Shang. After the collapse of his country, he left for Chaoxian. He taught aborigines 
agriculture, silkwormrearing and civilizing behaviors. The aborigines made him their king.   
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In the southwest, the people living around Lake Dien ⒛ were ruled by their own kings. The Shi Ji recorded that, 
in the end of the Eastern Zhou era, general Zhuang Qiao ᑘ䎸 of the Chu state had been sent to conquer the Dian 
kingdom. After the victory, his motherland had been destroyed by the Qin state; the hero and his soldiers thus stayed 
in the Dian kingdom. For ruling the natives, they adopted native dress and customs.  
In the northwest, the inhabitants of the eastern fringe of the QinghaiTibet Plateau were identified by Chinese as 
“the Qiang.” According to the Hou Han Shu compiled in 5th century, the Qiang were the offspring of Sanmiao ϝ㢫, 
an evil character who had been exiled to the Qiang land by Emperor Shun 㟰, a heroic ancestor of the Huaxia. The 
author of the Hou Han Shu wrote another story about the origin of the ruling family of many Qiang tribes. It is, 
again, about a hero, Wuyiyuanjian ᮴ᓟ⠄ࠥ who was a Rong ២ barbarian slave serving the Qin ⾺ people in 
northern China. One day he escaped from slavery and fled to the Qiang land; and for some miracles he was 
worshiped by natives as a godly chief. 
The preceding three cases of northeastern, southeastern and northwestern frontiers indicate that the case of Taibo 
in this article is apparently the forth one in southeastern frontiers of China produced under the same structural 
narrative plot. Through the metaphors of the words and configuration images of the texts, these histories represent 
Huaxia writers’ feelings, imaginations and attitudes toward various frontier peoples. The main structure of the plot, 
peripheral natives subordinated themselves to a loss or frustrated hero coming from China reveals Huaxia’s 
ethnocentrism. Then, that the heroes who went to northeast and southeast were princes of the Shang and the Zhou, 
and who went to the southwest was a general, to the northwest, a slave, illustrates the Huaxia’s sense of otherness of 
difference levels toward these peripheral “others.” Finally, these herowenttofrontier stories, excepting the case 
of the Rong slave in northwest, also reveal a sense of social distinction between the ruling Huaxia and their 
subordinate natives in Huaxia’s mind eyes.  
The preceding discussion indicates that, during the Autumn and Spring period, the Wu ruling family had acquired 
a family history staring from a Huaxia hero. This history not only allowed them to participate in the political 
campaign with other Huaxia states in northern China, but also helped to distinguish this family from their 
subordinates and commoners in this country. Thus we might conclude that the Wu ruling family’Huaxia identity and 
the related new historical memory were main causalities for the local past being forgetting.  
Historical Memories and the Sinicizing Process of the Shu 
Comparing with the Wu, the Shu had fewer interactions with northern Huaxia states during the Autumn and 
Spring period. Therefore the trustworthy historical records concerning the Shu started only from the era of it being 
conquered by the Qin state in 316 BC. After the conquest, the Qin had made several arrangements for colonial 
control over this land, and for assimilating the people. The local governments of Qin and Han built cities, irrigation 
systems, and promoted school system and Chinese writings, and carried on immigration policy which moved 
thousands northern families into the Shu. After about 200 years, the result was that during the Western Han not only 
the Shu had long been a prefecture of the empire, but also many Shu intellectuals were famous empire—wide for 
their political careers or scholarship. 
Under these historical and social contexts, a history concerning the origins of the Shu had been formulated in 
course of the interaction between the Shu intellectuals and the northern Huaxia. The Shi Ji states the history as  
follows: “Yellow Emperor had taken Shu king’s daughter as his daughter-in-law and she gave birth to Emperor Ku. 
Then, while Emperor Ku was on the throne, he bestowed the Shu land to one of his concubine’s son.” Other 
contemporary source indicates that the Shu people also identified themselves as the Yellow Emperor’s offspring. 
The Huayang Guozhi ढ䰇೑ᖫ, wrote by Chang Qu of the Shu in the 5th century, is commonly believed the first 
geographical gazetteer of the Shu. The book title, literally, “the country south of the Hua Mountain,” reveals the 
author’s geographic sense of considering the Shu as a periphery part of the Huaxia. Concerning the history, Chang 
Qu adopted the saying of the Shi Ji. By asserting this history, on one hand he seemed to declare that the Shu people 
were the offspring of the Yellow Emperor, and on the other hand, to admit that they were not the hero’s direct heirs 
but his collateral descendants.  
The other side of accepting a history is to forget the others. During the Han and Wei-Jin period, the related 
historical amnesia had preceded among Shu intellectuals; Shuwang Benji 㳔⥟ᴀ㑾 wrote by Yang Xiong illustrates 
a scheme of amnesia to the ancient heroes of the Shu. In this work, he stated that the earliest Shu kings were 
Chancong 㱩ϯ , Buoguan ᶣ☠ ,Yufu 剐޿ , Pubei 㪆थ  and Kaiming ᓔᯢ , one after the other, and their 
contemporaries were wearing barbaric clothing and hair style, illiterate, and not knowing any rituals. This is, I argue, 
a way to barbaric the past. The text went on to state that from the King Kaiming up to the King Chancong was a 
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period of thirty four thousand years, and Chancong, Buoguan, Yufu each had several hundred years in throne; after 
that they all ascended and became immortals, their people mostly disappeared after their kings. This is a way to 
mythologize the past, and also cutting out the blood connection between the Shu people in ancient time and those of 
Yang Xiong’s contemporaries. Barbarizing the past, mythologizing the past and alienating the past, were the ways 
that Yang Xiong had used to forget King Chancong in the social memories of the Shu. 
In the Huayang Guozhi, Chang Qu applied another scheme to reorganize the historical memory concerning 
Chancong. He suggested in this work that after the last king of the Western Zhou had lost his authority over 
subordinating states, rulers of these states started to claim themselves king and King Chancong was one of them. 
Obviously, his narrative scheme was placing King Chancong into a trustable history in his contemporaries’  mind, 
and then turned the history into “a part” of the history of the Huaxia. This historical reconstruction also reflected the 
common conception of the contemporary Shu intellectuals, of which the Shu was doubtlessly a part of the Huaxia. 
No matter whom, King Chancong or the Yellow Emperor, was the genesis ancestors in histories, the histories of 
this kind were products of the historical mentality of heroic ancestors. Therefore, a story recorded in Huayang 
Guozhi is noteworthy. This is a story, again, concerning the origins of the Shu.  
According to the book of Luo, while Human Emperor had mounted on the throne after the Earth Emperor, he and 
his eight brothers governed the nine plains as nine territories; the Human Emperor himself settled on the Central 
Plain controlling the eight periphery territories. The land on the south of the Hua Mountain, from the prefecture of 
Liang to the Min Mountain, was one of them. The states in this periphery territory were the Ba and the Shu.  
This text reveals that, at first, the author considered the Shu and the Ba were in a geographically and politically 
peripheral position comparing with the Huaxia in the Central Plain. Secondly, the blood ties between the Huaxia and 
the Shu was not that of an ancestral hero and his descendents but that of brotherhood. Finally, it was a history started 
not from a hero but some ancestral brothers. 
For studying the connection between human groupings and their historical memory, I have carried on fieldworks 
among the Qiang in the northwestern Sichuan. In this mountainous area I have found in almost every valley a kind 
of story, a story about ancestral brothers, which attributes origins of closely bound families or villages in an area to 
the arrival and subsequent dispersion of brothers in the remote past. I have argued elsewhere that these stories of 
ancestral brothers are a kind of “history” produced under a specific historical mentality. The metaphors of brothers 
in these stories are three fold, unification, distinction and confrontation, corresponding with the people in a valley 
owning, sharing and competing for local resources. The memory of ancestral brothers binds together socially equal 
but distinctive, economically cooperating but rival, people of different valleys, villages or families (Wang 1998, 
2003). Under this mentality, they have constantly created and modified histories to meet their social context and the 
changes. 
Obviously the “the nine brothers story” in the Huayang Guozhi was a product of the same historical mentality 
that created histories of ancestral brothers among the modern Qiang people, and also the history recorded in Guoyu 
೑䇁 that claiming the Yellow Emperor and Emperor Yan were brothers. Most important, since authors of the Han 
and Wei-Jin period commonly considered the Book of Luo ⋯к as a collection of ancient legendaries and myths, 
therefore, attributing “the nine brothers’story” to the Book of Luo also indicated that the “history of ancestral 
brothers” had become “myth” under a new historical mentality of heroic ancestors. 
Conclusion 
In this article I explain how the Wu and the Shu intellectuals of the Han and Wei-Jin period asserted Huaxia 
identity by adopting histories that started with Huaxia ancestors, and how they at the same time forgot or 
reorganized “the past” in their preceding social memory. This article also touches upon a question: why we trust 
history? Or why trust history of certain forms? It seems that no matter what had happened people’s memory and 
their remembering toward “the past” have certain structures; mentality, genre and narrative plot are three of them 
mentioned in this article. Moreover, all these memorial and narrative schemes, and the histories produced after them, 
seem to correspond with people’s social existence or identity. In this article, it was Huaxia identity. 
Under the historical mentality of heroic ancestor, the history of the Yellow Emperor appeared in the Warring 
States period in paralleling with the formation of the Huaxia. The accomplishment of the Shi Ji was a landmark in 
the formative process of the Huaxia; the history of the Yellow Emperor became orthodox origin of the people, the 
historical mentality of heroic ancestor became a monopolized mentality in historymaking, and the Shi Ji itself 
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lately became a genre, so called Zhengshi (official master history). Turning to the genres, the most important genres 
concerning the Huaxia identity were Zhengshi, fangzhi (geographical gazetteer) and zupu (clan genealogy). They 
provided narrative schemes for making histories that aimed to describe the Huaxia as a geographical and biological 
whole constructing by parts with intramural boundaries between various cores and peripheries. 
Finally, the hero-went-to-frontier narrative as a narrative plot in our case has two sub-patterns: one is that with 
stigmatized heroes such as Sanmiaoϝ㢫, Chiyu㱽ᇸ and PanhuⲬ⪴, and the others, with noble or respectful 
heroes such as Taibo and the Yellow Emperor. Applying these narrative plots in history-writings, the Huaxia could 
open their ethnic boundary for recruiting new Huaxia members, or reinforce the boundary between the Huaxia and 
“barbarians.” Responding to this recruitment, the people of the Wu and Shu had reconstructed new historical 
memory and became the Huaxia ever since. 
Historical mentality of heroic ancestors, genres and narrative plots have not only provided “structures” for 
constructing historical memory of the Chinese past and present, but also directed them to distinguish “history” from 
“legend and myth.” Since these “structures” are rooted so deeply in our historical memory, cultural practice and 
social reality, that we are hardly to question the knowledge produced after them. It explains why we felt surprise 
while true past unearthed that violates “the past” we trust.  
However, “surprising discoveries” does not mean that our knowledge towards the past would have fundamental 
changes. On the contrary, our historical reason tends to domesticate “surprising discoveries” by arranging them into 
a knowledge system that we trust for and live with. “Multicentric theory” of the origins of Chinese civilization is a 
resolution of this kind; the present led us to constructing the past, and the past rationalized the present. Unsatisfying 
with this explanation, the present article provides a new attempt to trace the origins of our historical knowledge and 
the underlying “structures,” and try to unveil the feelings, motives and attitudes of the people who wrote or argued 
for histories. I hope this attempt could shed new light on a new knowledge to the formative process of the Huaxia 
and its borders. 
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